
Case preparation and build

This guide is primarily assuming that you purchase one of my case kits and want to see how to fit things into it. This isn’t
definitive, you can move the components about as you wish, as long as they fit ok. For example, you could have the speaker
holes at the middle or top, although you might need to raise the level of the speakers or use other ones, then use the bottom
part for alternative controls. Another good example is that whilst I used shoulder buttons by the joysticks in my first
IntoPlay PSone system, it proved very fiddly, and although it worked, either having them in a raised area there (and bondo
it smooth) would have been more practical, having the shoulder buttons so close to the joysticks is fine but not the best
location - best suggestion is to have shoulder buttons on the rear of the case (underneath) - not only far easier to mount but
also easier to use. Hey, we all learn as we go along! you probably noticed I said “first IntoPlay system” - I will remake it
later in the year, make it better than it already is (it is very good as it is, I just have some improvements I can make!).

My case relies on using an official Sony PSone screen. You can use a screen like a Logic 3 if you like, bottom line is a 5.4”
screen is about max and you need a fairly small board so it fits in the case; the PSone board needs trimming, this is covered
in this guide; a Logic 3 doesn’t need trimming but is a bit thicker overall. Anyway, if you have a screen and board you can
test it in the case and see if you are ok with it, if not, get an official Sony PSone screen - they are quite easy to get hold of,
although you would expect to pay about £20-£50 for one on e-bay. The screen resolution is excellent and they are regarded
as the best screens for this sort of modding work.

As always with any of the projects listed here, usual disclaimer applies - you are responsible for any and all work you
undertake and if anything goes wrong, your problem - if you don’t know what you are doing, don’t do it.

On other point to mention - making a portable system like my projects is labour intensive - expect it to take about 80-100
hours work and you won’t be far off; also, the look of the final system will be dependent on the skill and care you take in
making your system.

Preparing the case parts

You will notice in your kit, that there are two case halves, the one that is less deep and very curvy (pic below) is the case
top; the one which is deeper with less angled sides is the bottom section.

Let's start with the case top.

This is roughly what your case top looks like. You need to dremel down to about 3mm above the line and then lay the case
on a flat piece of medium grit sandpaper and sand the case down to about 1mm or so above the line. I made my case top
21mm deep; I suggest you make yours 23-24mm deep as it will save you grief later. All you have to do is roughly dremel to
above the lines, put the two case halves together and work out which case needs finer sanding down so both case halves
connect fine. Aim for the top half to be 23-24mm tall and the bottom case 36-37mm tall. There isn't much tolerance on size
of the case bottom as the larger I made it the thinner the plastic, so you won't need to trim off much to get to 36mm tall.

Best idea is to sand both the bottom and top case pieces above their lines, then put them together and compare now they fit.
As the cases are curved, they have more than one “sweet spot”, you need to make sure both case halves meet together
nicely. If you need to make final adjustments, you can make a part slightly thicker with some bondo, use a hairdrier to make
the plastic slightly pliable so you can slightly re-shape it - careful though not to over heat the plastic or it could melt in
places if you are careless!

You have to bear in mind that these are hobby-made so there are differences in each one made.

To get a really smooth surface on the shaped edges and sides, you will need to use flexible foam sanding blocks, about
medium grit, and take your time sanding. You can see on my IntoGrafx project just how smooth you can make it - pic
below for illustration. This took about 4 hours sanding to get the case backing this smooth and lovely!



Anyway, back to the start!

Here is what the case top looks like, with guide line:



Carefully sand and make sure even pressure is applied.

You end up with this:



Cut out the dark areas in the template provided in the kit, which shows the layout and positioning of the buttons, controls
and screen, put over case and use a CD marker pen to draw the holes. You can easily rub out the CD marker pen marks with
a pencil eraser later.

Up to you of course if you keep to this design or make it more to your own choosing. Each different portable will look a bit
different, but principles are exactly the same.

For the IntoPlay (PSone system) you will end up with:



Tips for cutting out holes and areas

Always cut from behind if using a drill rather than the front, as sometimes the drill picks up some plastic whilst drilling and
can damage the surface if you aren't careful.

Double check your measurements and things are central (pic below is illustration).

When cutting out the hole for the screen, use a drill bit on a dremel to cut about 1-2mm from the final line, then use a large
file to file the sides down. Use smaller files to do the corners, take your time; always cut hole slightly smaller than you need
as you can fine tune the holes by light further sanding. You want the cut area to just show the black from the screen (visible
area) not the silver surround.





Cutting out button holes

Again, cut about 1-2mm from the edges and use files (circular ones in this case) to finish off.

eg:



One at a time, and keep checking after each few gentle file strokes how the hole is progressing, and which part needs filing
next. Take your time, get good results.

Speaker grill

Mark the centre of the speaker grill positioning. This has to be right or the end result will not look right.



Find something that has holes spaced as you want them to be; use electrical tape or sticky tape and stick to case. It can be
from perf board, or speaker grills from something else. I had a Sega GameGear which was dead, so used that as a template.

Tape case to desk to stop it moving.



Rest a small drill bit in dremel through each hole you want to make, then quickly turn on the dremel to cut through the
holes. This stops damage to the template and makes for cleaner holes.

You end up with:

Then do the other side.




